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Intel®’s Purpose

To create world-changing technology that enriches the lives of every person on earth.
Corporate Responsibility at Intel®

INTEL'S RISE STRATEGY

RESPONSIBLE
Lead in advancing safety, wellness, and responsible business practices across our global manufacturing operations, our value chain, and beyond

INCLUSIVE
Advance inclusion across our global workforce and industry, and expand opportunities for others through technology, inclusion, and digital readiness initiatives

SUSTAINABLE
Be a global leader in sustainability and enable our customers and others to reduce their environmental impact through our actions and technology

ENABLING
Through innovation technology and the expertise and passion of our employees we enable positive change within Intel, across our industry, and beyond
RISE Video
THE DATA-CENTRIC WORLD

Over half the world’s data was created in the last 2 years. Less than 2% has been analyzed.
Key Industry Inflections

- 5G Network Transformation
- Artificial Intelligence
- Intelligent Edge

Cloudification of Everything
Powers the Future
A Selection of news clippings featuring Intel in 2020

Introducing Intel® RealSense ID Facial Authentication

With Intel® Tech, A Singapore Coffee Shop Builds a Robot Barista

Intel® Employee Helps Boy with 3D-Printed Prosthetic Hand

Intel® Expands 5G Infrastructure Offerings

Intel® AI Powers Samsung Medison's Fetal Ultrasound Smart Workflow

Intel® and Google Cloud Enable ClimaCells's Weather Prediction Accuracy

Intel® True View is installed at 19 home stadiums of 20 NFL teams

Mobileye AVs Can Go Anywhere in Germany
Scholarship Opportunities

Requirements:

• U.S. citizen

• Enrolled full-time at an accredited college or university within the U.S.

• Pursuing a Bachelors, Masters, or Doctoral degree

• Pursuing a Computer Science, Computer Engineering, or Electrical Engineering

• Have a 3.0 or higher cumulative GPA

• An active SHPE member

Important:

• Application Open Date: February 1, 2021

• Application Close Date: April 30, 2021

• Award Notice Date: July 1, 2021

https://www.shpe.org/students/scholarshpe
How to Stay Connected with Intel®

- SHPE 2021 National Convention (November 10-14, 2021)
- Jobs @ Intel® Interns and Full-time Intel® College Recruiting LinkedIn Student Lounge
- Learn More about Intel®’s AI at the Intel® AI Academy
- Intel®’s Venture Capital Support for Diverse Communities
- Free Access to Software Development Tools
"Don't be encumbered by history, just go out and do something wonderful."

Robert Noyce
Questions & Answers
SHPE
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